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ABSTRACT
Introduction Despite evidence that illustrates the unmet 
healthcare needs of older adults, there is limited research 
examining their help- seeking behaviour, of which direct 
intervention can improve patient outcomes. Research in 
this area conducted with a focus on ethnic minority older 
adults is also needed, as their help- seeking behaviours 
may be influenced by various cultural factors. This scoping 
review aims to explore the global literature on the factors 
associated with help- seeking behaviours of older adults 
and how cultural values and backgrounds may impact 
ethnic minority older adults’ help- seeking behaviours in 
different ways.
Methods and analysis The scoping review process will 
be guided by the methodology framework of Arksey and 
O’Malley and the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 
Reviews and Meta- analysis Protocols Extension for 
Scoping Reviews guidelines. The following electronic 
databases will be systematically searched from January 
2005 onwards: MEDLINE/PubMed, Web of Science, 
PsycINFO, CINAHL and Scopus. Studies of various designs 
and methodologies consisting of older adults aged 65 
years or older, who are exhibiting help- seeking behaviours 
for the purpose of remedying a physical or mental health 
challenge, will be considered for inclusion. Two reviewers 
will screen full texts and chart data. The results of this 
scoping review will be summarised quantitatively through 
numerical counts and qualitatively through a narrative 
synthesis.
Ethics and dissemination As this is a scoping review 
of published literature, ethics approval is not required. 
Results will be disseminated through publication in a peer- 
reviewed journal.
Discussion This scoping review will synthesise the 
current literature related to the help- seeking behaviours 
of older adults and ethnic minority older adults. It will 
identify current gaps in research and potential ways to 
move forward in developing or implementing strategies 
that support the various health needs of the diverse older 
adult population.
Registration This scoping review protocol has been 
registered with the Open Science Framework (https:// osf. 
io/ 69kmx).

INTRODUCTION
Older adults encounter a number of phys-
ical and mental health challenges that often 
require more attention due to their persistent 
and chronic nature.1 As a result, older adults 

use healthcare services at higher rates and 
account for more of the healthcare expendi-
tures compared with younger populations.2 
Despite this, there is concern that not all 
older adults adequately access healthcare 
services, and that this population still experi-
ences difficulties in achieving health and have 
unmet needs.3 For example, various studies 
have found that older adults access mental 
health services at lower rates than expected, 
and certain illnesses, such as dementia and 
glaucoma, continue to go underdiagnosed 
and undertreated for this group.3–5 Reasons 
for these unmet needs remain unclear in the 
literature and evidence is scarce.3 6 Woods et 
al3 suggested that unmet care needs among 
older adults may be attributed to either the 
limited offers of support from healthcare 
providers or the lack of acceptance of such 
support from older adults. Another potential 
contributor to their unmet needs is that most 
studies focus on samples of older adults who 
are already existing service users, thereby 
limiting the information available on older 
adults who do not seek help in the first place.6 
Consequently, there is a clear lack of research 
examining older adults’ decision- making 

Strengths and limitations of this study

 ► To our knowledge, no previous scoping review 
has explored the help- seeking behaviours of old-
er adults or spoken to the factors that may impact 
ethnic minority older adults and their help- seeking 
behaviours differently.

 ► This study protocol is guided by the methodology 
framework of Arksey and O’Malley and will follow a 
systematic approach to data synthesis.

 ► The review will be limited to studies published from 
2005 onwards to capture both the current health 
context and the dynamic nature of this topic.

 ► Due to the scoping review design, quality assess-
ments of the included articles will not be performed.

 ► While there may be little published work in this topic 
area that will limit the amount of data available, this 
synthesis of knowledge will serve as a basis for fu-
ture research and calls to action.
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processes prior to seeking help as well as what alterna-
tives to formal support services these individuals may 
use instead.6 As such, in exploring unmet needs of older 
adults, understanding their help- seeking behaviour is 
one of the direct areas where intervention can improve 
patient outcomes.7

For the purpose of this scoping review, the definition 
of help- seeking behaviour will be adapted from a WHO 
study that examined the help- seeking behaviour of adoles-
cents8 and will be defined in the following manner9 10: 
any action taken by an older adult who perceives them-
selves as having a physical or mental health challenge, 
with the intent to find an appropriate remedy. The type 
of support that individuals pursue can include seeking 
formal support services (eg, from clinicians, psycholo-
gists, counsellors, religious leaders) or informal support 
services (eg, from family, friends, the internet).

Within the literature, there are several models that have 
conceptualised help- seeking behaviour. For example, 
the health- belief model suggests that an individual’s 
behaviour and desire to change are tied to their beliefs 
about their health situations and will depend on factors 
such as their perceived health threat or susceptibility, the 
benefits of change and the support of internal or external 
sources (eg, symptoms or mass media).11 12 In addition, 
Andersen’s behavioural model of health service utilisation 
suggests that service use is impacted by several variables; 
predisposing variables, enabling variables and need vari-
ables.12 Expansions to this model also recognise how the 
environment, individual practices and patient satisfaction 
can influence subsequent help- seeking behaviour.12 This 
scoping review will explore how these various factors may 
impact the diverse older adult population and discuss 
which factors may be more salient for this group.

In exploring help- seeking behaviour among older 
adults, it is important to acknowledge and explore the 
differing experiences of ethnic minorities, due to their 
continued lack of representation in clinical and health 
research.13 Ethnicity itself is a topic that has far- reaching 
cultural effects and encompasses many social issues such 
as stigma and discrimination that may influence help- 
seeking attitudes and disparities in care. For example, 
among ethnic minority adolescents, studies have shown 
that discrimination by authorities and healthcare 
providers, traditional and cultural beliefs about mental 
illness and family obligation values impact their help- 
seeking behaviour and underutilisation of services.14–16 
Furthermore, ethnic minority groups have been found to 
employ alternative and pluralistic help- seeking strategies 
as opposed to formal primary care services.17 Given these 
factors explored among younger ethnic minority groups, 
there is reason to believe that attitudes and experiences 
of help- seeking for ethnic minority older adults are simi-
larly shaped by their cultural backgrounds, values and 
traditions. Subsequently, these cultural factors influence 
their health outcomes and the types of support that they 
prefer to seek out. As such, combined with the challenges 
that older adults already face with increasing age, there 

is a need to understand what factors influence ethnic 
minority older adults’ help- seeking behaviour.

This scoping review intends to explore the following 
research question: Which factors are associated with help- 
seeking behaviour among older adults? This review also 
aims to provide answers for the following subquestion: 
How do cultural backgrounds, values and differences 
impact help- seeking behaviour among various older adult 
populations? Due to the exploratory nature of these ques-
tions, a scoping review of papers from any country will 
be conducted to assess the breadth of knowledge in this 
area. Synthesising this literature can help researchers, 
healthcare providers and key decision- makers understand 
the current state of knowledge, identify areas for future 
research and determine potential ways to influence the 
help- seeking behaviour of older adults.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS
This scoping review will be prepared in accordance with 
the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews 
and Meta- analysis Protocols Extension for Scoping 
Reviews guidelines.18 A scoping review is a systematic way 
of exploring a topic area, in which main concepts and 
knowledge gaps are identified within a developing field of 
research.18 Unlike systematic reviews, the research ques-
tions for a scoping review are often broader and more 
exploratory18 and thus appropriate for this topic due to 
the limited research and lack of synthesised knowledge.

The review process will be guided by the five main steps 
set forth by Arksey and O’Malley19 and will follow this 
approximate timeline:
1. Identifying the research question—completed in Fall 

2020.
2. Identifying relevant studies—January–February 2021.
3. Study selection—February 2021.
4. Charting the data—March 2021.
5. Collating, summarising,and reporting the results—

April 2021.
We will aim to complete the optional sixth stage, (6) 

consultation, by consulting, discussing and verifying 
the results of this review with older adults. This review 
has been registered with the Open Science Framework 
(https:// osf. io/ 69kmx).

Step 1: identifying the research question
In keeping with the exploratory nature of scoping reviews, 
we identified one main research question: Which factors 
are associated with help- seeking behaviour among older 
adults? As part of this, this review will also explore an addi-
tional subquestion: How do cultural backgrounds, values 
and differences impact help- seeking behaviour among 
various older adult populations?

Step 2: identifying relevant studies
The following electronic databases will be systemati-
cally searched: MEDLINE/PubMed, Web of Science, 
PsycINFO, CINAHL and Scopus. Help- seeking behaviour 
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is originated from the term ‘illness behaviour’ in medical 
sociology.10 While one of the earliest definitions of help- 
seeking behaviour was provided in 1982 and a Willing-
ness to Seek Help Questionnaire was created in 1999, 
an improved General Help- Seeking Questionnaire was 
created in 2005 to address previous methodological 
and instrumental constraints.10 20 21 As such, searches 
will be limited from January 2005 to the date of search 
commencement to ensure that the literature reflects the 
current health context and the nature of this dynamic 
process.

Title, abstract and keyword fields will be searched using 
a combination of the following terms: (“help seek*” OR 
“treatment seek*” OR “health information seek*” OR 
“healthcare seek*” OR “care seek*” OR “health seek*”) 
AND (“older adults” OR “older people” OR “elderly” OR 
“seniors” OR “geriatrics”). To address the subquestion for 
ethnic minority older adults, we will also conduct a sepa-
rate analysis using a combination of the following terms: 
(“help seek*” OR “treatment seek*” OR “health informa-
tion seek*” OR “healthcare seek*” OR “care seek*” OR 
“health seek*”) AND (“older adults” OR “older people” 
OR “elderly” OR “seniors” OR “geriatrics”) AND (“immi-
grants” OR “ethnic minority” OR “minority popula-
tions”). An example of the electronic search strategy for 
MEDLINE/PubMed has been included (online supple-
mental file 1). The reference lists of the included articles 
will also be reviewed to ensure that all relevant articles 
have been included. Additional search strategies may be 
incorporated as the review progresses and any additions 
or changes will be documented.

Step 3: study selection
Two reviewers will screen all articles identified from the 
databases independently. Titles and abstracts will be 
reviewed based on the initial search and included based 
on the eligibility criteria described below. Duplicate arti-
cles will be removed; full texts will be examined to create 
a final list of included studies. Any disagreements on the 
inclusion of any articles will be resolved through discus-
sion and in consultation with a third reviewer if necessary.

Eligibility Criteria
Studies of various designs and methodologies (ie, quan-
titative, qualitative, mixed methods design) will be 
considered for this review. English or non- English studies 
from any country must (1) address research on the help- 
seeking behaviours of older adults, (2) be published from 
January 2005 to the date of search commencement and 
(3) be full- text peer- reviewed studies. Articles outside of 
those defined in the inclusion criteria, such as opinion 
articles, dissertations, conference proceedings or discus-
sion papers, will be excluded.

In addition, the reviewed literature must include popu-
lations of (1) only older adults aged 65 years or older, 
(2) community- dwelling older adults, (3) older adults 
experiencing a physical and/or mental health challenge 
and (4) older adults exhibiting help- seeking behaviours 

or experiencing barriers/challenges to help seeking. 
Literature including those aged less than 65 years old, 
hospitalised patients, older adults living in nursing homes 
or other long- term care facilities as well as non- human 
studies will be excluded.

Step 4: charting the data
Data from the identified studies will be collected and 
charted according to key themes. From each eligible 
article, the reviewers will include authorship, year and 
journal of publication, the general characteristics of 
participants (ie, age, gender and ethnicity), geographic 
location of study, study methods, the identified barriers 
or facilitators associated with help- seeking behaviours, 
limitations and any other key findings. A combination of 
Excel and a reference management software will be used 
to chart the data and to manage the screening process.

Step 5: collating, summarising and reporting the results
Risk of bias will not be assessed, as this scoping review is 
only intended to provide an overview of the existing liter-
ature, and not to critically appraise the included articles. 
However, we will include a discussion of any limitations 
found in the included body of evidence.

The results of this scoping review will be summarised 
quantitatively through numerical counts (ie, to highlight 
the amount and type of studies reviewed) and qualitatively 
through a narrative synthesis. Tables and/or charts will 
be used to map the study findings and provide an over-
view, and the screening process will be visualised through 
a flowchart. Given the exploratory nature of this study, 
any factors related to help seeking will be considered for 
review. Facilitators to help seeking will be defined as any 
factor that has been shown to support or encourage an 
older adult to seek help for their mental and/or phys-
ical health challenges.22 Barriers to help seeking will be 
defined as any factor that has been shown to prevent or 
discourage an older adult from seeking help for their 
mental and/or physical health challenges.22 These factors 
could include, but will not be limited to, the following: 
the presence or absence of caregivers, a lack of resources, 
stigma, language barriers or cultural values. The discus-
sion will be structured based on the themes that emerge 
from the review.

Patient and public involvement
The design of this scoping review protocol did not involve 
patients or the public, but we will aim to involve older 
adults in the review process, consulting, discussing and 
verifying the results of this review.

Ethics and dissemination
As this scoping review is intended to synthesise the current 
breadth of knowledge on the help- seeking behaviours of 
older adults, no ethics approval is required. The results of 
this scoping review will be disseminated through publica-
tion in a peer- reviewed journal.
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DISCUSSION
The results of this study will establish what is currently 
known about the help- seeking behaviours of older adults. 
To our knowledge, this scoping review protocol is the 
first on this topic and will identify key themes and gaps 
in understanding how older adults seek support for their 
physical and mental health needs. The results in turn can 
serve as the basis for future research, such as a qualitative 
exploration of older adults’ decision- making processes 
when it comes to seeking formal or informal care, a study 
on how existing help- seeking facilitators or barriers may 
be influenced by the current COVID-19 pandemic or a 
systematic review on specific interventions or strategies 
that may be effective in improving help- seeking behaviour 
among various older adult populations. Through better 
understanding how older adults exhibit help- seeking 
behaviours and the facilitators or barriers that encourage 
or discourage them from seeking support, healthcare 
providers and programme implementers can offer formal 
healthcare services and programmes that are better 
tailored to suit the needs of this population. Furthermore, 
this synthesis of knowledge may also benefit older adult 
caregivers by highlighting additional supports and formal 
services that older adults can turn to. In identifying alter-
native strategies for care, such as home care services or 
online resources, the burden of caring for older adults 
does not need to fall solely on their caregivers and loved 
ones.

A secondary objective of this scoping review is to 
include the perspectives of ethnic minority older adults 
and to identify how cultural influences may impact their 
help- seeking behaviour. Dissecting this information will 
help policymakers, healthcare decision- makers and 
programme implementers decide how best to allocate 
limited healthcare resources, such as providing them 
with rationale to invest in cultural competency training 
for staff or offering programmes in multiple languages. 
This is a significant consideration given the rates of immi-
gration and globalisation worldwide and the importance 
of ensuring the representation of diverse populations in 
health research.13 23 Altogether, this synthesis of litera-
ture can support the development of new evidence- based 
practices that will address the difficulties that older adults 
may experience when seeking care and provide strategies 
of support that acknowledge the needs of the incredibly 
diverse older adult demographic and their varying help- 
seeking behaviours.
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